
Where We Were and Where We Are

• March 2020
• New disease
• No pre-existing immunity
• No specific prevention or treatment
• Unknown spectrum of disease
• Unknown transmission
• Limited testing capacity
• No Vaccine 

• November 2021
• Going to be living with COVID-19 for the foreseeable future
• Vaccines widely available with strong uptake across the Commonwealth, monoclonal antibodies 

available
• Widespread free testing, variety of in-home testing options available
• Known high risk individuals
• Transmission through droplet and aerosol, close contact settings increase spread



Case Investigations

• The primary function of case investigation is to help people understand how to 
isolate, to learn about possible exposures and identify ongoing transmission. 

• At this point, we understand the settings and circumstances that promote 
transmission.

• People are relatively familiar with isolation and tools are available online to 
help inform them.



Contact Tracing

• The primary function of contact tracing is to let individuals know of possible 
exposure and to give quarantine instructions. 
• People who are fully vaccinated are not required to quarantine. 
• Fully vaccinated people can still get COVID-19 and need to isolate if they are ill and/or test 

positive.

• With many COVID transmissions occurring more commonly in households, 
social gatherings, and workplaces, there is less need to investigate every case of 
COVID-19 and to speak with every contact. 

• As we move forward, we will continue to investigate cases and clusters in 
priority settings and support mitigation efforts, including quarantining of close 
contacts, and testing and monitoring regimens (such as Test and Stay) in these 
settings. 



Case Investigations and Contact Tracing

• From an epidemiologic perspective, we now understand COVID-19 
transmission patterns, the populations at greatest risk of infection, serious 
illness, and death, and the nature of clusters.  

• Due to high levels of vaccination, most exposed will have had a completed 
primary series of COVID-19 vaccine and are not considered close contacts.

• In addition to widespread COVID testing in workplaces, educational settings, 
and congregate care, self-testing is a growing component of the testing market, 
with results frequently not being reported to public health. With this in mind, 
MassNotify has been deployed as another tool for individuals to self-identify if 
they are COVID positive. 



Case Investigations and Contact Tracing moving 
through December 2021

• Given the changed landscape of COVID-19 in MA, contact tracing should be 
focused to certain settings. Starting now and through December, the CTC and 
local health departments may scale down their efforts to reach cases and 
contact by placing only one call per case and contact and eliminating follow-up 
calls.

• The CTC and local health will still need to convey isolation and quarantine 
instructions and indicate the local health department is available for more 
information or for requests for support with isolation or quarantine.



Case Investigations and Contact Tracing Starting 
January 2022

• Beginning January 2022, DPH and local health departments may prioritize case 
investigation and contact tracing in certain settings:

o Healthcare facilities including SNFs and LTCF – (DPH lead)  
o Large congregate settings such as shelters, corrections – (DPH lead) 
o EEC programs – (DPH and LBOH support)
o K-12 schools – (LBOH in cooperation with schools)
o Higher Education – (LBOH in cooperation with facility health services)
o Disease Clusters – (LBOH in cooperation with DPH)

• We will continue to monitor data to re-prioritize case investigation and contact tracing 
efforts to other settings as necessary.



Continue to Promote Effective Public Health Tools

• Vaccines and authorized boosters.

• Widespread testing, including OTC tests for even mild symptoms and following known 
exposures, including for vaccinated people.

• People at risk for moderate to severe disease from COVID-19 should contact their healthcare 
providers promptly at diagnosis about potential therapeutic options including monoclonal 
antibodies.

• Recommend general use of masks by people who are unvaccinated, immune-compromised, 
and where required by local governments and individual institutions and businesses.

• MassNotify and its use.

• Guidance around isolation/quarantine in case of infection or close contact.

• Support those in isolation or quarantine where needed (e.g, food security, alternative shelter).


